Neuroplasticity may be defined as the ability of the central nervous system (CNS) to respond to changes in the internal and external environment and it is well established that some stimuli have the ability to facilitate or impair neuroplasticity depending on the pre-existing milieu. A classic example of a stimulus that can both facilitate and impair neuroplasticity is stress. Indeed, the ability of CNS to respond to acute stress is often dependent upon the prior stress history of the individual. While responses to acute stress are often viewed as adaptive in nature, stress reactivity in subjects with prior chronic stress experiences are often linked to neuropsychiatric disorders, including major depressive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and anxiety. In rodent studies, chronic stress exposure produces structural and functional alterations in the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex that are consistent across different types of stress paradigms. Conversely, the amygdala appears to exhibit differential structural and functional responses to stress that are dependent on a variety of factors, including the type of stressor performed and the duration of the stress paradigm. This is most evident in output measures including morphological analysis of amygdala neurons, measurement of glutamatergic tone in amygdalar subdivisions and the analysis of amygdala-centric behaviors. Accordingly, this review will provide an overview of the effects of stress on the structural and functional plasticity of the rodent amygdala, especially in relation to the differential effects of repeated or chronic stress paradigms on dendritic architecture, neurochemistry of the glutamatergic system and behavior.
Introduction
Neuroplasticity may be defined as the ability of the central nervous system (CNS) to respond to changes in the external and internal milieu. Neuroplasticity can be evaluated by a variety of functional and morphological endpoint measures ranging from molecular/cellular indices to changes in synaptic transmission to neurochemical alterations to changes in dendritic architecture and spine density. Ultimately, all these neuroplasticity alterations impact behavior and cognition. Review of the literature clearly indicates that some factors such as exercise facilitate and promote neuroplasticity (Voss et al., 2013) while other factors impair neuroplasticity, as is seen in age-related cognitive decline (Small et al., 2011) . Interestingly, acute stress-mediated activation of the hypothalamicepituitaryeadrenal (HPA) axis may both promote and impair neuroplasticity depending upon the conditions and prior experience of the individual. In this regard, glucocorticoids (GCs) may promote neuroplasticity and thereby facilitate the formation of strong emotional memories (Conrad, 2005; Roozendaal et al., 2009) . Conversely, exposure to repeated or chronic stressful stimuli often results in maladaptive responses that impair neuroplasticity and ultimately lead to behavioral and cognitive deficits. For these reasons exposure to chronic stress has been implicated in the pathophysiology of neuropsychiatric disorders such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), major depressive disorder (MDD) and anxiety McEwen, 2008) . These differential effects of acute versus chronic stress are most evident in stress-responsive regions like the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), hippocampus and amygdala, regions that have been identified as critical epicenters for neuropsychiatric disorders. Closer examination of these studies suggests that different stress paradigms generally produce similar effects on neuroplasticity endpoint measures in the hippocampus and mPFC. However, the amygdala appears to exhibit differential responses to stress that are dependent on the type of stressor performed and the duration of the stress paradigm. This includes analysis of differential effects of stress on amygdalar neuroanatomy, neurochemistry and amygdalar-dependent behaviors. In view of these observations, the aim of the current review is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the differential effects of stress on structural and functional plasticity of the rodent amygdala with a focus on glutamatergic systems, and provide some potential implications for neuropsychiatric disease states in humans.
Stress-dependent effects on amygdalar morphology

Brief overview of amygdalar anatomy
The amygdala consists of multiple nuclei, each with unique cytoarchitectonic, chemoarchitectonic and connectional characteristics. Although an exhaustive description of the functions and connections of each of these nuclei is beyond the scope of this review, in broad terms the amygdalar nuclei can be grouped into two major macrostructures. First is the corticobasolateral nuclei, whose cell types resemble those of the cerebral cortex, with glutamatergic, calcium-calmodulin dependent (CaM) kinase-positive principal cells that bear morphological resemblance to cortical pyramidal neurons (McDonald, 1996) . The activity of these neurons is coordinated, synchronized, and otherwise modulated by a variety of different inhibitory, GABAergic-interneurons, which can be classified according to their expression of various calcium-binding proteins as well as by morphological and connectional features. The second major amygdalar macrostructure is the centromedial complex, whose cell types resemble those of the striatopallidal region. Our studies on the anatomical and neurochemical correlates of stress in the amygdala have focused on the basolateral complex (BLA) and central nucleus (CeA) . In addition to serving as representative nuclei of the corticobasolateral and centromedial macrostructures, respectively, the BLA and CeA form the major input and output systems of the amygdala and thus are likely to be sites of stress-related changes in amygdalar function. For example, the BLA receives sensory information from various cortical and thalamic regions, and in turn sends projections to other amygdalar nuclei, as well as to several extrinsic structures such as the hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, basal forebrain, hypothalamus, and brainstem (Jolkkonen et al., 2002; McDonald and Culberson, 1986; McDonald et al., 1999 Pikkarainen and Pitkanen, 2001; Sarter and Markowitsch, 1984) . This vast connectivity allows the BLA to play a critical role in pairing conditioned stimuli (CS) and unconditioned stimuli (US) during learned fear (Sigurdsson et al., 2007) , as well as mediate and influence multiple behavioral responses. The CeA, on the other hand, receives information from multiple extrinsic sources such as the thalamus, hypothalamus, midbrain, brainstem, ventral tegmental area, insular cortex, dorsal raphe, entorhinal cortex and perirhinal cortex (McDonald et al., 1999; McDonald, 1998; Sun and Cassell, 1993; Sun et al., 1994) . While many of these projections are reciprocal, a significant proportion of CeA efferents (particularly those from its medial subdivision) target hypothalamic and brainstem centers (Cassell et al., 1999; LeDoux et al., 1988; Veening et al., 1984) . The CeA also shares robust interconnections with the principal extra-amygdalar component of the "extended amygdala" (Cassell et al., 1999) , the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, which is also heaviliy implicated in behavioral and endocrine responses to threats or other stressors (Fox et al., 2015; Walker et al., 2009) . Collectively, this pattern of connectivity allows the amygdala to play a central role in coordinating autonomic, endocrine and behavioral responses to conditioned and unconditioned sensory cues with emotional valence. Thus, the BLA receives polymodal sensory information from the cortex and thalamus and conveys this information directly or indirectly (e.g. via the intercalated nuclei) to the CeA, which mediates amygdalar influence over autonomic, endocrine and behavioral functions via projections to the hypothalamus and brainstem.
Stress paradigms and amygdalar morphology
Because of the central role of the amygdala in stress responses (Herman and Cullinan, 1997; Van de Kar and Blair, 1999) , this region may contribute directly to some of the specific behavioral deficits induced by stress, and may also be the site of initiation of changes in other brain regions, including the hippocampus and mPFC. In other words, the amygdala region may play a central role in integrating the well-established connection between stress and psychopathology. Stress influences the structure and function of the amygdala and clinical investigations suggest that neuroanatomical changes in the amygdala precede those that are observed in the hippocampus of patients with mood disorders, in particular depressive illness patients (McEwen, 2003) . Pre-clinical studies also indicate that stress can alter the structural and functional plasticity of the rodent amygdala. In this regard, seminal observations by Chattarji and coworkers determined that a 10 day immobilization stress paradigm elicited hypertrophy of pyramidal neurons in the rat BLA. Specifically, chronic immobilization stress (CIS) increased total dendritic length and number of branch points of BLA pyramidal neurons when compared to non-stressed control rats (Vyas et al., 2002) . These results represent an interesting and important departure from prior neuroanatomical analyses, which have demonstrated that exposure to repeated stress elicits atrophy of principal neurons in the rat hippocampus (Conrad et al., 1999; Watanabe et al., 1992; Magarinos et al., 1997; McLaughlin et al., 2007) and mPFC (Cook and Wellman, 2004; Holmes and Wellman, 2009; Radley et al., 2004; Liston et al., 2006) . Similarly, while stress-induced dendritic atrophy is a reversible process in the hippocampus (Luine et al., 1994) and mPFC , subsequent studies from the Chattarji group determined dendritic hypertrophy elicited by CIS may represent a more permanent morphological alteration . CIS also increases spine density in BLA pyramidal neurons, an effect not observed immediately following a single acute immobilization stress session. However, increases in spine density in the absence of dendritic changes were observed 10 days following exposure to a single immobilization stress session (Mitra et al., 2005a) . Another important observation from these studies was that unlike the morphological changes induced by CIS, chronic unpredictable stress (CUS) did not affect the morphology of BLA pyramidal neurons but did induce dendritic atrophy of bipolar neurons in the rat BLA (Vyas et al., 2002) . As will be detailed below, these initial observations suggested that morphological changes in the rat BLA may be stressor and cell-type specific. More importantly, the outcomes from different stress models provide important insight into the heterogeneous findings from clinical studies that have examined amygdalar volumes in patients with major depressive illness Box 1.
Heterogeneity of stress-induced morphological changes in the rodent amygdala
The studies described above from Chattarji and coworkers served as the genesis for subsequent studies that examined the effects of stress paradigms of different duration and type. Many of these studies determined that repeated stress paradigms elicited hypertrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons. For example, similar to the 10-day paradigm, an immobilization stress paradigm spanning 21 days also produced dendritic hypertrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons, as well as increases in spine density that were accompanied by anxiety-like behaviors (Vyas et al., 2006) . Similar to observations in rats, 21 days of restraint stress (Hill et al., 2013) or 10 days of immobilization stress (Qin et al., 2011) resulted in an increase in total dendritic length and increased spine density of BLA pyramidal neurons in wild-type mice, morphological alterations that were associated with anxiety-like behaviors (Qin et al., 2011) . More discrete analysis of dendritic morphology within subregions of the BLA determined that intermittent restraint stress induced dendritic hypertrophy in the basal nucleus, but did not impact the dendritic length of pyramidal neurons in the lateral nucleus (Padival et al., 2013) . Interestingly, this stress paradigm increased spine density in both subregions of the BLA. Prolonged isolation stress beginning on postnatal day (PND) 28 also increased the complexity of BLA pyramidal neurons without affecting total dendritic length (Wang et al., 2012) . In addition to these repeated and chronic stress paradigms, analysis of dendritic morphology following exposure to a single prolonged stress paradigm followed by a 7 day recovery period identified increases in total dendritic length and branch points of BLA pyramidal neurons in the absence of changes in these parameters in the CeA (Cui et al., 2008) . These results supported previous findings demonstrating that stress did not impact CeA dendritic morphology (Vyas et al., 2003) . Collectively, the results from these studies indicate that a number of different stress paradigms elicits dendritic hypertrophy and increases in spine density of BLA pyramidal neurons that are accompanied by anxiety-like behaviors (see Table 1 ).
While these studies above reported that stress paradigms elicit dendritic hypertrophy of BLA neurons, other studies have yielded different stress-induced morphological consequences. For example, adult mice exposed to a chronic restraint stress (CRS) paradigm exhibited dendritic atrophy of interneurons in the lateral and basolateral amygdala (Gilabert-Juan et al., 2011) . Recent studies from our group indicate that repeated restraint stress (i.e. 10 days; RRS) also produces atrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons (Grillo et al., 2015) , while Wellman and coworkers reported that a single exposure to platform stress induced dendritic retraction (decreased branch points and total dendritic length) of BLA pyramidal neurons . Such results suggest that while stress more consistently elicits dendritic atrophy in the hippocampus and mPFC irrespective of the duration or type of stress paradigm that is employed, the morphological consequences to stress in the rodent amygdala appear to be more heterogeneous; see Fig. 1 .
It is interesting to note that although anxiety-like behaviors were observed in rats exposed to CUS, this stress paradigm did not modulate total dendritic length or spine density of BLA pyramidal neurons (Pego et al., 2008 ). As will be described below, these results suggest that stress-induced behavioral outcomes (i.e. anxiety-like behaviors) may not always reflect stress-induced morphological parameters in the rodent BLA. In support of this hypothesis, rats selected for a 'well-adapted' phenotype in response to predator stress exhibited dendritic atrophy (total dendritic length and dendritic extent) when compared to 'mal-adapted' rats and handled controls (Mitra et al., 2009 ). In addition, some studies suggest that stress-induced morphological changes are reversible. In this regard, increases in spine density and hypertrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons induced by fear (cue) conditioning were reversed with extinction training (Heinrichs et al., 2013) . Such results suggest that like the heterogeneity of stress-induced morphological changes, stress associated with different behavioral paradigms influences morphological plasticity in the rodent amygdala.
Age-dependent effects of stress on morphological parameters
Studies that have examined the effects of stress on BLA morphology at different developmental time points have also yielded disparate findings. For example, while maternal Box 1 Stress paradigms and amygdalar neuroplasticity.
A variety of different paradigms have been used to investigate the effects of acute, repeated and chronic stress exposure on neuroplasticity in the central nervous system. A comprehensive review of all the different types of stress paradigms is beyond the focus of this review; instead we will briefly describe the paradigms that have examined the effects of stress on functional and morphological plasticity in the rodent amygdala. For example, chronic immobilization stress (CIS) is normally performed by completely immobilizing rodents for 2 h per day for 10 days; see (Vyas et al., 2002) . Chronic unpredictable stress (CUS) involves daily exposure to a single different stressor such as food/ water deprivation, immobilization stress, cold stress, swim stress, cage movement, etc. The sequence of the stressors is randomized and rodents are subjected to these stressors for 'chronic' periods ranging from 10 days to several weeks; see (Vyas et al., 2002; Pego et al., 2008) . Restraint stress (RS) involves the use of flexible wire mesh restrainers (rats) or conical tubes (mice) that allow enough space to compensate for slight movements of the animal within the restraining apparatus. Rodents may be exposed to restraint stress for differing lengths of time during a daily exposure (2 he6 h daily). In the context of this review, we refer to repeated restraint stress (RRS) as a 10 day paradigm [see (Piroli et al., 2013 Reznikov et al., 2008 Reznikov et al., 2009; Grillo et al., 2015) ] and to chronic restraint stress (CRS) as a 21 day paradigm [see (Hill et al., 2013 Eiland et al., 2012 Reagan et al., 2007) ]. Social isolation stress involves housing animals individually compared to control rodents that are group housed; see (Wang et al., 2012; Tsai et al., 2014) . Single-prolonged stress (Liberzon et al., 1997) involves exposure to several different stressors (restraint stress, swim stress and exposure to ether) in rapid succession, which is often followed by a recovery period; see (Cui et al., 2008) . Social instability stress (SIS) involves daily switching of cage mates, often performed in combination with other stressors such as restraint; see (Tsai et al., 2014) . Please note that we have not discussed other types of social stress paradigms, since we believe that this would be beyond the scope of the current review. Platform stress involves brief exposure (30 min) on an elevated platform in a brightly lit arena; see . Beyond stress paradigms, several studies have more selectively examined the effects of acute and chronic corticosterone exposure; see (Kim et al., 2014 Mitra and Sapolsky, 2008; Morales-Medina et al., 2009; Pego et al., 2008) . As described in this review, the results from these studies demonstrate that the effects of stress on the functional morphology of the rodent amygdala appear to be dependent on the type of stress paradigm performed, as well as the duration of the stress; see text for details. deprivation stress did not affect BLA pyramidal cell morphology in male and female rats (Krugers et al., 2012) , juvenile male and female rats exhibited dendritic hypertrophy and increased anxietylike behaviors in response to a chronic restraint stress paradigm (Eiland et al., 2012) . A more recent study that examined the effects of chronic stress in juvenile and adult rats provides some insight into these disparate findings. In this regard, juvenile rats exposed to 5 weeks of instability stress (daily immobilization stress combined with changing of cage mates) elicited atrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons, decreases in spine density and impairments in fearpotentiated startle. Conversely, this same instability stress paradigm elicited dendritic hypertrophy, increases in spine density and enhanced fear-potentiated startle in adult male rats (Tsai et al., 2014) . These results suggest that in addition to the factors described above (i.e. type of stress, duration of stress, cell-type examined), that age may also be an important factor that influences stress-induced morphological changes in the rodent amygdala.
Stress-induced morphological changes: role of corticosterone
While not entirely recapitulating the experience of stress, administration of stress levels of corticosterone (CORT) provides an approach to more selectively examine the role of CORT in stressinduced morphological changes in the rodent brain. Unlike the CORT-induced morphological changes observed in hippocampus (Woolley et al., 1990) and mPFC (Wellman, 2001) , chronic exposure to stress levels of CORT does not modulate morphological parameters in BLA pyramidal neurons, including total dendritic length, spine density, neuronal density or amygdalar volume (Pego et al., 2008; Morales-Medina et al., 2009 ). However, studies by Mitra and Sapolsky determined that a single exposure to stress levels of CORT elicited dendritic hypertrophy when morphological analyses were preformed 12 days later (Mitra and Sapolsky, 2008) . More recent studies replicated these findings and also demonstrated that acute CORT-induced hypertrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons was no longer evident 20 days post CORT treatment (Kim et al., 2014) . Collectively, these studies once again demonstrate that the timing and/or duration of CORT exposure are important factors that determine/influence stress-induced morphological changes in the rodent BLA. Another important observation from these studies is that under certain conditions morphological changes in the rodent BLA are reversible. Such results suggest that like the heterogeneity of stress-induced morphological changes, experimental conditions and endocrine status may also influence whether stress-induced morphological plasticity is a reversible process in the rodent amygdala.
The neuropharmacology of stress-induced morphological changes in the rodent BLA
In spite of these potential stress-specific responses, one consistent observation is that pharmacological interventions used in the treatment of mood disorders effectively inhibit stressinduced morphological changes in the rat amygdala. In this regard, Young and coworkers reported that the mood-stabilizer lithium effectively prevented hypertrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons elicited by CRS (Johnson et al., 2009 ). More recently, Chattarji and coworkers reported that the antidepressant tianeptine also prevented CIS-induced dendritic hypertrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons (Pillai et al., 2012) . This same study also reported that tianeptine modulated NMDA receptor-mediated currents in the lateral amygdala, thereby providing additional evidence to support the hypothesis that the mechanism of action of tianeptine involves normalization of glutamatergic tone in the rat amygdala (Piroli et McEwen et al., 2010). More recently, we reported that the antidepressant agomelatine, a melatonergic receptor agonist and 5HT 2C receptor antagonist, effectively prevents repeated restraint stressinduced dendritic atrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons (Grillo et al., 2015) . Taken together these studies suggest that different types of stressors can induce various changes in morphological characteristics of BLA neurons that are reversible, and differ from those seen in other brain areas such as the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. A challenge for the field is to determine how (or if) these changes in different brain areas are linked and if it is a change in the corticalhippocampal-amygdalar circuit that underlies the behavioral shifts described below. Understanding the stress-related endocrine and neurotransmitter changes that drive the morphological changes in BLA, and how they differ from the mediators in hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, will require systematic and parametric studies. The neural mechanisms that induce stress-related anatomical changes to revert to a normal state remain to be elucidated, although studies with various antidepressant agents continue to offer some intriguing clues. Such studies also implicate a critical role for the glutamatergic system in mediating stress-induced changes in the amygdala.
Glutamatergic correlates of stress in the amygdala
Glutamate is the primary fast-acting excitatory neurotransmitter in the mammalian brain, including the amygdalar complex. Thus, glutamate, along with its fast-acting inhibitory amino acid counterpart, GABA, mediates the basics of synaptic neurotransmission on which the numerous amygdalar neuromodulatory systemsdincluding dopamine, serotonin, norepinephrine and numerous neuropeptidesdexert their influence. Principal cells of the BLA are glutamatergic, bear morphological resemblance to cortical pyramidal neurons, and are immunohistochemically detectable by labeling for the enzyme CaM kinase (McDonald et al., 2002) . BLA neurons also serve as a significant source of neuronal glutamate in other amygdalar nuclei, such as the CeA (Pitkanen et al., 1997) , and extra-amygdalar nuclei that receive BLA inputs. Additional presumptive sources of neuronal glutamate in the amygdalar complex include afferents originating from the cortex, including prefrontal cortex and sensory areas, the thalamus and hypothalamus (LeDoux et al., 1990 McDonald et al., 1999 Turner and Herkenham, 1991) . Stress has been shown to impact virtually all of these regions, and it is likely that stress-related increases in amygdalar glutamate reflect a summed neurochemical correlate of activity in these stress-responsive circuits. Finally, as in other brain regions, a substantial fraction of extracellular amygdalar glutamate is likely derived from non-vesicular and glial sources (Timmerman and Westerink, 1997) . Nonetheless, even glutamate derived from non-exocytotically-mediated release may affect neurotransmission and alter behavioral correlates of glutamatergic function (Baker et al., , 2002 Moran et al., 2003) and changes in extracellular glutamatergic tone are likely to play a role in the morphological, synaptic, and neuroendocrine changes associated with stress in the amygdala and other limbic regions (Gabr et al., 1995; Herman et al., 2003) . Thus, regardless of the source, glutamatergic neurotransmission in the amygdala likely represents an important mediator of stress effects on this area and, in turn, may play a key role in facilitating amygdalar activation of the HPA axis (Gabr et al., 1995) . The important role played by glutamate in both acute rapid neurotransmission, as well as processes related to longterm synaptic plasticity, suggests that the dynamics of extracellular glutamate may yield key insights into the mechanisms underlying the effects of stress on amygdalar function. We and others have investigated the role of amygdalar glutamate in stress responses using microdialysis and other approaches amenable to in vivo analysis in awake animals.
Acute stress effects on BLA glutamate
Several lines of evidence indicate that acute stress increases release of glutamate within the BLA. Using in vivo microdialysis in awake rats, we have demonstrated that a one-hour restraint stress in previously stress-naïve animals produces robust increases in BLA glutamate levels (Reagan et al., 2012; Reznikov et al., 2007) . Several features of the BLA glutamate response to acute stress are worth noting: First, the response is rapiddpeaking within the first 15 min stress collectiondbut transient, returning to baseline levels by the second 15 min interval of the restraint period. Secondly, while basal extracellular glutamate measured by microdialysis in the BLA appears largely axon depolarizationindependent (Timmerman and Westerink, 1997) , stress-elicited increases in glutamate are completely abolished by the voltagegated sodium channel blocker, tetrodotoxin (TTX). Finally, of therapeutic significance, acute stress-elicited glutamate release in the BLA is prevented by acute pretreatment with some (e.g., tianeptine and agomelatine) but not all (e.g., fluoxetine) antidepressant drugs (Reagan et al., 2012; Reznikov et al., 2007) . Indeed, acute fluoxetine increases glutamate efflux in the BLA in the prestress period and prolongs the duration of the stress-elicited glutamate release, which may provide a potential mechanism through which initiation of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) treatment elicits anxiety in depressive illness patients (Goldstein and Goodnick, 1998) .
The effects of acute stress on BLA glutamate do not appear to be specific to restraint stress as BLA glutamate is also increased by Fig. 1 . Stress as a one-armed bandit: differential effects of stress paradigms on amygdalar morphology. While stress paradigms consistently elicit atrophy of neurons in the rodent hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (blue highlighted regions in rat brain), stress-induced morphological changes are more heterogeneous in the amygdala (red highlighted region). The factors that impact morphological parameters include the type of stressor performed (US: unpredictable stress; RS: restraint stress; IS: immobilization stress), as well as time (i.e. duration) of the stress paradigm (acute versus chronic versus repeated). As described, the outcome on dendritic morphology depends on the combination of stressor, time, age and sex of the rodent. See text for details.
other acute stressors, including chemical-induced somatic pain [intraplantar formalin injection; (Deyama et al., 2007) ] and visceral distress produced by systemic lithium chloride (Miranda et al., 2002) . Hegoburu et al. (Hegoburu et al., 2009 ) used rapidsampling in vivo microdialysis to demonstrate that BLA glutamate is elevated transiently following an initial pairing of odor with footshock, but not with subsequent pairings, consistent with the idea that extracellular BLA glutamate is an important neurotransmitter correlate of unconditioned or early-stage acquisition of conditioned stress responses. In addition, Singewald and colleagues (Singewald et al., 2000) , using the pushepull cannula technique, found that acute noise stress significantly increased glutamate release in the BLA of spontaneously hypertensive rats. Interestingly, this effect, which was TTX-sensitive, was not observed in WistarKyoto rats even though the two strains did not differ in basal or veratridine-elicited glutamate release, suggesting a true species difference in stress sensitivity. Recent work in mouse models further supports the idea that glutamatergic neurotransmission not only reflects strain differences in stress responsiveness, but may actually mediate these differences (Mozhui et al., 2010) .
Acute stress effects on CeA glutamate
Although fewer studies have investigated the effects of acute stress alone on glutamate in the CeA, we have shown that the initial response in this region roughly parallels that seen in the BLA. That is, rats experiencing their first episode of acute stress exhibit a rapid, significant and relatively short-lasting increase in CeA glutamate which is TTX-sensitive and prevented by the antidepressants tianeptine or agomelatine (Reagan et al., 2012; Reznikov et al., 2007) .
While there have been few investigations on the acute effects of other (non-restraint) stressors on CeA glutamate, there is evidence that glutamate in this region is modulated by several neuromodulatory peptides which, themselves, are considered to play important roles in stress responses. For example, both corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) (Beckerman et al., 2013) and endocannabinoids (Ramikie et al., 2014) have been hypothesized to regulate CeA glutamatergic transmission in the context of stress responses. Skorzewska and colleagues showed that i.c.v. CRF administration in animals exposed to novelty stress produced a robust increase (~200% relative to baseline) in CeA glutamate levels (Skorzewska et al., 2009 ). Bosch and colleagues (Bosch et al., 2007) showed an important role for oxytocin in differential regulation of CeA glutamate in rat dams selectively bred for high or low anxiety, whereas Ebner et al. (Ebner et al., 2005) demonstrated the importance of oxytocin in regulating swim stress-induced release of glutamate in the CeA. Finally, intravenous administration of the hypothalamic neuropeptide orexin A, which innervates the central amygdala and plays a crucial role in panic and stress responses (Johnson et al., 2012; Kuwaki, 2011; Berridge et al., 2010; Schmitt et al., 2012) , has been shown by microdialysis to increase amygdala glutamate in a calcium-dependent manner (John et al., 2003) .
One caveat with using in vivo microdialysis to measure extracellular glutamate responses in the CeA is the inability to differentiate the medial and lateral compartments of this nucleus in rodents due to the small size of these subnuclei and the relatively large diameter (approximately 400 mm) of conventional microdialysis probes. This is potentially important given the different patterns of connectivitydand putatively different functional roles in stress responsesdof these divisions of the CeA (Pitkanen et al., 1997; Ciocchi et al., 2010) . Nonetheless, the relatively few studies using static (e.g. c-Fos expression) or dynamic (e.g. electrophysiological recordings) approaches that allow for more discrete targeting fail to suggest qualitatively opposite responses of these regions to acute stress or other aversive stimuli. For example, c-Fos expression in both lateral and medial divisions of the CeA is elevated by renewal of conditioned fear or active threat responding (Knapska and Maren, 2009; Martinez et al., 2013) . Thus, it is likely that the ability of acute stress to increase extracellular glutamate in the CeA as a whole holds significant implications for behavioral and autonomic correlates of stress responses mediated by this nucleus.
Chronic stress effects on amygdalar glutamate
Studies utilizing in vivo neurochemical and behavioral approaches suggest that stress effects on extracellular glutamate in the amygdala are not just a neurotransmitter epiphenomenon, but may actually mediate functional consequences of chronic stress. As mentioned above, Mozhui and colleagues demonstrated an association between differences in trait-and stress-induced anxiety responses and measures of amygdalar glutamatergic neurotransmission in different strains of mice. Using in vivo microdialysis with elevated K þ to increase extracellular glutamate in rat amygdala (nucleus not specified), Fujikawa and colleagues showed that prolonged elevations in glutamate (~300% relative to baseline) increased markers of neuronal damage (Fujikawa et al., 1996) . Consistent with the hypothesis that chronic elevations in extracellular glutamate in BLA can have deleterious effects, our own work suggests that repeated restraint-induced decreases in CeA glutamate may be the consequence of RRS-elicited atrophy in BLA pyramidal neurons (Grillo et al., 2015) , which represent a significant source of the neurotransmitter pool of glutamate in the CeA (Pitkanen et al., 1997) . Thus, rats subjected to 10 days of RRS continued to show increased glutamate in the BLA in response to a subsequent acute stress challenge, although the magnitude of this increase tended to be smaller than in previously stress-naïve animals. However, these same animals showed marked reductions in extracellular glutamate, relative to animals experiencing their first episode of restraint stress, in the CeA. Importantly, chronic treatment with the antidepressant drug agomelatine normalized both the enhanced glutamate response in the BLA and the decrease in extracellular glutamate seen with chronic stress in the CeA. These studies demonstrate a qualitatively different response in glutamate homeostasis in the CeA and BLA of repeatedly-stressed rats and e combined with our morphological and c-Fos expression data (Reznikov et al., 2008) -suggest that repeated stress-induced decreases in extracellular glutamate in the CeA may result from dendritic atrophy and decreased activation of BLA inputs to this region (See Fig. 2 ). Indeed, repeated prenatal stress has been shown to result in reductions in hippocampal glutamate release in rats examined as adults, and this effect was prevented by chronic antidepressant treatment with either agomelatine or fluoxetine (Marrocco et al., 2014) . An additional mechanism which may underlie the effects of repeated stress on amygdalar glutamate includes alterations in glial and/or neuronal reuptake and vesicular transport. This hypothesis stems, in part, from clinical data showing alterations in in vivo measures of glutamate levels (Auer et al., 2000; Sanacora et al., 2003; Sanacora et al., 2004) , as well as post-mortem decreases in glial cell density (Ongur et al., 1998; Rajkowska and MiguelHidalgo, 2007) in some limbic brain regions. In our preclinical RRS model, repeated stress is associated with both blunted initial glutamate release in response to an acute stressor as well as dramatic reductions in extracellular glutamate levels in the CeA during both the stress and post-stress periods (Piroli et al., 2013) . These changes in extracellular glutamate were also associated with dramatic reductions in expression of the vesicular glutamate transporter-2 (vGlut2). Importantly, both the neurochemical and vesicular protein deficits in markers of amygdalar glutamatergic neurotransmission in this study were prevented with daily administration of the antidepressant drug tianeptine (Piroli et al., 2013) . Thus, restoration of capacity for glutamate release via increased vGlut2 expression may represent one mechanism by which some antidepressants restore glutamatergic neurotransmission and associated neuroplasticity in the amygdalar complex.
In summary, as shown in Table 2 , the available data suggest that acute stress increases the neurotransmitter pool of extracellular glutamate in both central and basolateral divisions of the amygdala, but that these regions exhibit fundamentally different responses to repeated stress. Combined with morphological and neuronal activation studies, these data suggest the importance of glutamatergic neurotransmission in modulating the intra-amygdalar circuitry that contributes to behavioral and autonomic stress responses. These data further suggest the importance of amygdalar glutamate dynamics as a potential therapeutic neurochemical correlate of antidepressant treatment in animal models of stress. In the future, it will be interesting to directly examine the role of BLA inputs in repeated stress-induced changes in CeA neurochemistry, as well as to investigate how this phenomenon might be associated with a variety of other chronic stress paradigms. A challenge for the field will be to understand the relative role of glutamate release from glutamatergic inputs to specific amygdala regions, versus changes in extracellular glutamate levels induced by altered glial and/or neuronal reuptake or vesicular transport. Since these sources of extracellular glutamate flux will have distinct time courses, this could have interesting and complex effects on tripartite synapses. Stress related changes from different sources of glutamate might also be associated with specific types of stress and are likely to differ between acute and chronic stress paradigms.
Stress and amygdala-centric behaviors
Various stress paradigms have been used to examine anxiety and depression-like behaviors in rodent models, since many of these acute or chronic stress models are thought to model the (Vyas et al., 2002) , our previous studies indicate that RRS elicits atrophy of pyramidal neurons in the rat BLA when compared to non-stressed control rats [Control BLA pyramidal neuron shown in blue; BLA pyramidal neuron from RRS rat shown in red; (Grillo et al., 2015) ]. Since BLA pyramidal neurons extend their axons and axon collaterals to the central nucleus of the amygdala, a potential neurochemical consequence of RRS-induced atrophy of glutamatergic BLA neurons would be a decrease in glutamatergic tone in the central nucleus. In support of this hypothesis, unlike acute stress in a non-stress control (NSC) rat that elicits an increase in glutamate efflux in the central nucleus , rats with a prior RRS history exhibit decreases in glutamate efflux in the central nucleus in response to an acute stressor [ (Grillo et al., 2015; Piroli et al., 2013) Blue arrows: BLA glutamatergic projections to central nucleus in NSC rat; red arrow: reduced BLA glutamatergic projections to central nucleus in RRS rat]. Ultimately, these neuroanatomical and neurochemical changes contribute to stress-induced changes in amygdalar-centric behaviors, as depicted by the 'anxious' rat wearing the red bowtie. See text for details.
ability of stress to precipitate psychiatric conditions such as PTSD or depression. This section will focus on the effects of stress on unconditioned and conditioned anxiety-related behaviors that have been widely tested with numerous stress paradigms and are dependent (at least in part) on amygdalar processes, including responses to novelty and acoustic startle responses, as well conditioned fear or extinction. Like anatomical and neurochemical endpoints, the nature and length of the stressor, duration poststress, strain and species of the rodents, and specific behavioral assay conditions all affect the changes observed in unconditioned and conditioned behaviors following acute or chronic stress. Of note, while some stressors produce effects on these behavioral endpoints that appear reversible and dissipate with recovery periods, other behavioral changes after stress (particularly more traumatic acute stressors) appear to require a sensitization period for the stress effects to emerge. Overall, stress effects in the open field (OF) are variable, most likely related to the various factors noted above. For example, RRS has been shown to decrease center time in the OF, but is generally without effects in general locomotion, although the RRS in one of these studies was done in adolescent (21 day old) rats (Chiba et al., 2012; Negron-Oyarzo et al., 2014) . In contrast, the number of line crossings was reduced after 21 days of restraint stress performed after the animals had been previously exposed to a conditioned cue (Conrad et al., 1999) . Although acute immobilization stress decreased ambulation in the OF 24 h after the stress session, this effect was prevented by chronic immobilization stress (CIS) for 9 days prior to the OF test suggesting protection or habituation with repeated stress exposure (Pastor-Ciurana et al., 2014) . This habituation postulate is supported by the reduction in struggling behaviors during CIS protocols (Pastor-Ciurana et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2008) . In the same Pastor-Ciurana et al. (2014) study, CUS for 9 days also produced a decrease in OF ambulation, although other studies have failed to show changes in OF locomotion (distance) or center time after longer CUS protocols [28 days; (VenturaSilva et al., 2013) ]. This could be related to the duration of stress, or the inclusion of footshock in these CUS protocols. Indeed, 5 day paradigms of repeated footshock decreased locomotion in the OF for up to 10 days after the end of the stress Pijlman et al., 2003b) . Chronic mild stress paradigms have also been shown to decrease central OF time (Hu et al., 2010) . Predator-related stress (cat exposure) did not change locomotion in a related holeboard task (Adamec et al., 2012 (Adamec et al., , 1999a (Adamec et al., , 1999b (Adamec et al., , 2005b Blundell et al., 2005; Mitra et al., 2009) , although one study demonstrated a decrease in center time following cat exposure (Adamec et al., 2012) .
Responses to novelty in the open field test
Elevated plus maze and light:dark box
In general, studies more consistently demonstrate a decrease in open arm time in the EPM following both CIS (Dagnino-Subiabre et al., 2005; Qin et al., 2011; Vyas et al., 2002; and RRS (Chiba et al., 2012; Negron-Oyarzo et al., 2014; Zhang and Rosenkranz, 2013) paradigms. These protocols can decrease open arm time in both adolescent and adult rodents. Predator-induced stress (5e10 min cat exposure) also depresses open arm activity in the EPM, but this is following a seven to fourteen day sensitization period subsequent to this single traumatic stress (Adamec et al., 2012 (Adamec et al., , 1999a (Adamec et al., , 1999b (Adamec et al., , 2005b Blundell et al., 2005; Mitra et al., 2009 ). This predator stress also induces a decrease in risk assessment behaviors in the EPM test (Adamec et al., 2005a (Adamec et al., , 2012 (Adamec et al., , 1999a (Adamec et al., , 1999b Mitra et al., 2009) . In contrast, despite the similarity of these tests, the effects on entries into the light compartment of the LDB were inconsistent between studies following predator exposure, perhaps due to the time point tested after cat exposure (Adamec et al., 2005b; Blundell et al., 2005) . Mixed stressor paradigms including predator exposure, often viewed as models of PTSD, also decrease open arm time in the EPM. This includes a single prolonged stress (SPS) paradigm consisting of restraint, a forced swim and ether anesthesia followed by a 7 day (or longer) sensitization period [see review by (Yamamoto et al., 2009 )] or a combination of predator (cat) exposure and Abbreviations. BLA: basolateral nucleus of the amygdala. CeA: central nucleus of the amygdala. CRF: corticotrophin releasing factor.
immobilization followed by social instability for 21 days (Zoladz et al., 2008) . The latter report suggested that the individual stressors in these paradigms were insufficient to induce changes in EPM behavior. The changes in EPM behaviors after CUS paradigms are more variable, with some investigators seeing decreases in open arm time following CUS (Bondi et al., 2008; Pego et al., 2008; Ventura-Silva et al., 2013) , while others see no difference in EPM behaviors with this type of stress (Mitra et al., 2005b; Vyas et al., 2002) . Importantly, the effects of stress in these two tasks appear to be dependent upon both the sex and strain of the rodents. Unlike the changes observed in male rats, Mitra et al. reported that females fail to show shifts in EPM behaviors after either CIS or CUS (Mitra et al., 2005b) . This suggests that there might be dramatic sex differences in responses to all these stress paradigms that predominantly use adult male subjects. In addition Mozhui et al. (2010) , demonstrated that the changes in EPM and LDB in mice after 10 days of restraint in a plastic cone are dependent upon strain, although the changes after stress are somewhat confounded by baseline differences in these measures in the different mouse strains examined (Mozhui et al., 2010) . In this regard, DBA/2J mice show decreased open arm time in the EPM and decreased time in the light compartment of the LDB after RRS, but C57BL/6J mice show an increase in these measures after stress (Masneuf et al., 2014; Mozhui et al., 2010) . The increased time in the light compartment of the LDB in C57BL/6J mice after RRS was suggested to be a shift into a more active coping style (Masneuf et al., 2014) .
Acoustic startle responses
Acoustic startle reflexes represent a conserved defensive reflex in response to a sudden, threatening stimulus. Since shifts in startle responses are seen in psychiatric disorders, including PTSD, many studies have examined stress-related changes in acoustic startle responses in rodent models. In general, different forms of repeated or traumatic stress paradigms sensitize the acoustic startle response, which is generally seen as an enhanced startle amplitude or delay in habituation of the acoustic startle response [for additional references see (Stam, 2007) ]. Stressors that induce sensitized startle responses include repeated exposure to footshock (Davis and Walker, 2013; Walker and Davis, 1997; Gewirtz et al., 1998) , a single prolonged stress paradigm (Yamamoto et al., 2009 ), predator stress (Adamec et al., 2012; Blundell et al., 2005) , predator stress coupled with immobilization and social instability (Zoladz et al., 2008) , and CUS (Pego et al., 2008; Ventura-Silva et al., 2013) . Although there are reports that baseline startle responses are decreased by repeated daily footshocks for five days (Pijlman et al., 2003a) , this difference may be due to the time of startle testing following stress. Davis and Walker (2013) have reported that this shock-induced sensitization diminishes over time, so the decreased basal startle might have been due to a long (10 day) delay after stress prior to behavioral testing (Pijlman et al., 2003b) . There are also some reports that predator stress does not enhance baseline startle responses (Mackenzie et al., 2010) . Interestingly, repeated footshock stress has been shown to increase prepulse inhibition of acoustic startle [PPI; (Pijlman et al., 2003a) ], while neither psychological stress (observing other rats receiving footshock) or CUS altered PPI or fear potentiated startle responses (Pijlman et al., 2003a) . Acoustic startle responses are also enhanced by testing in anxiogenic high light conditions (Davis and Walker, 2013; Walker and Davis, 1997) .
Fear conditioning and extinction
In addition to stress-or fear-potentiated startle, studies have demonstrated stress effects on conditioning of other responses, including context or cue-conditioned freezing plus the extinction of this response during repeated cue presentation. There is considerable interest in assessing changes in fear conditioned responses, particularly extinction, given the relevance of such responses to disorders like PTSD. Several different stress paradigms either have been shown to enhance contextual-or cue-conditioned fear responses (primarily freezing) or reduce extinction of cueconditioned fear. However, there are inconsistencies in the findings likely due to numerous factors including the stress paradigm, time after stress, and specifics of the cue conditioning and extinction protocols. Both RRS and CIS have been shown to enhance cueconditioned freezing or contextual conditioning (Conrad et al., 1999; Farrell et al., 2013; Wood et al., 2008; Zhang and Rosenkranz, 2013; Farrell et al., 2010) , although there are also reports that do not see changes in these responses (Baran et al., 2009; Miracle et al., 2006) . Other stressors have also been seen to enhance context or cue conditioned freezing, such as prior exposure to multiple footshocks in another context (Rau et al., 2005) or a single prolonged stress exposure (Yamamoto et al., 2009 ). Further, conditioning of additional responses beyond freezing or startle is enhanced with other stressors such as footshock [inhibitory avoidance, (Roozendaal et al., 2002) ] or predator exposure [locomotion in a conditioned context, (Mackenzie et al., 2010) ].
Perhaps more uniformly, many stress paradigms demonstrate deficits in the recall after extinction, including RRS (Baran et al., 2009; Farrell et al., 2013; Zhang and Rosenkranz, 2013; Miracle et al., 2006; Farrell et al., 2010) , single prolonged stress (Yamamoto et al., 2009) , or an acute exposure to an elevated platform stress , but not a single restraint stress (Zhang and Rosenkranz, 2013) . Interestingly, these deficits in extinction recall display dependence on both age and sex (Zhang and Rosenkranz, 2013; Baran et al., 2009; Farrell et al., 2013) . The ability of stress to produce deficits in extinction recall implicate effects of stress on prefrontaleamygdalar circuits underlying extinction learning, as PFC inputs to the amygdala play a crucial role in this phenomenon (Amano et al., 2010; Maroun, 2013) . Indeed, the effects of chronic stress on the prefrontal cortex, which include dendritic atrophy, excitatory synapse loss, elevated extracellular glutamate and impaired plasticity of projections to the amygdala, are consistent with a powerful regulatory role of this structure in both BLA and CeA stress responses (Berretta, 2005; Maroun, 2006; Moghaddam, 2002; . Since increases in spine density and hypertrophy of BLA pyramidal neurons induced by cue conditioning are reversed with extinction training (Heinrichs et al., 2013) , this might suggest stress modulates the ability of extinction training to induce morphological shifts in BLA neurons. Such results suggest that, like the heterogeneity of stressinduced morphological changes, behaviorally induced stress may also influence morphological plasticity in the rodent amygdala.
Amygdala glutamatergic processes mediating stress-induced behavioral changes
Several studies have implicated the glutamatergic system in the BLA in mediating the influences of stress on conditioned and unconditioned anxiety-related behaviors, although different glutamatergic receptors may influence different behavioral endpoints in these tasks. For example, NMDA NR2A (Grin2a) knockout mice fail to show the normal increase in time in the light compartment of the LDB after repeated stress observed in wildtype C57BL/6J mice, while mice lacking the AMPA receptor subunit (Gria1 null mutants) showed typical stress responses in this test (Mozhui et al., 2010) . Further, injection of a kainate receptor agonist (APTA) into the BLA blocked the effect of RRS in C57BL/6J mice (Masneuf et al., 2014) .
Systemic injections of NMDA antagonists (MK801, AP7, CPP) administered before predator stress (cat exposure) also dose dependently attenuated the reduced open arm time and risk assessment behaviors in the EPM, and enhanced startle responses, seen 7e9 days later in vehicle-treated groups (Adamec et al., 1999a (Adamec et al., , 1999b Blundell et al., 2005) . D-cycloserine has also been shown to attenuate the stress-induced deficits in extinction recall (Yamamoto et al., 2009 ) implicating NMDA-mediated process in that endpoint as well. In addition, bilateral injections of MK801 into the BLA, or unilateral injections into the left BLA, blocked predator induced decreases in risk assessment but not open arm time in the EPM (Adamec et al., 1999b) . NMDA antagonists in the right amygdala have greater effects on increases in acoustic startle responses induced by predator stress, suggesting that there is lateralized control of these glutamatergic processes over stress effects. This intriguing study suggests that glutamatergic processes associated with stress in amygdala may exert very specific influences on distinct behavioral endpoints, even during the same task, and that there is a lateralized control of these glutamatergic processes over stress effects.
In contrast to unconditioned stress effects in novelty based tasks, sensitized startle responses appear to be dependent on BLA glutamatergic processes mediated via AMPA receptors. Studies by Davis and colleagues demonstrated that glutamatergic processes in the amygdala are important for fear-potentiated startle responses (Walker et al., 2002; Walker and Davis, 2000) , and that microinjections of the AMPA antagonist NBQX into the BLA before the startle test blocked both shock (fear) potentiated startle and light enhanced startle responses (Davis and Walker, 2013; Walker and Davis, 1997 ). Studies also demonstrate that AMPA antagonists or lesions of the CeA block fear-potentiated startle, while AMPA antagonists or lesions on the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) attenuate light-enhanced startle responses (Davis and Walker, 2013; Walker and Davis, 1997; Ventura-Silva et al., 2013) . Overall, these studies implicate BLA glutamatergic processes in mediating stress effects in both conditioned and unconditioned anxiety-related responses, although there are distinct roles for NMDA, AMPA and kainate receptors in modulating specific behavioral endpoints. Moreover, these glutamatergic mechanisms in response to stress may be lateralized, which is not unlike the hemispheric changes seen in imaging studies of patients with conditions such as PTSD or other anxiety disorders. Lateralized effects could also explain the inconsistency between studies examining stress-related responses, morphological endpoints and the glutamatergic system. Thus, although it is clear that stressors create potentially long-lasting changes in behavior that involve glutamatergic mechanisms, it remains unknown if specific glutamatergic receptors mediate distinct behavioral endpoints and if these mechanisms differ between types of stress. In addition, since some types of stressors, such as predator stress, require a sensitization period before the behavioral shifts emerge, understanding how acute glutamatergic changes in the BLA drive long-term modifications in behavior represents a challenging scientific question, since it might be dependent on type of stress, timing, and sex or strain of the subjects. For example, it appears that chronic stress depresses glutamate release but ultimately sensitizes many amygdala-related behavioral endpoints. Finally, understanding how morphological changes in the BLA underlie behavioral shifts might require a more careful assessment of the lateralized effects of stress in this region.
Antidepressant drugs, stress and the amygdala
If glutamatergic neurotransmission is adversely affected by stress, drugs that restore appropriate glutamatergic tone may prevent or reverse the morphological changes in the CNS and would thereby be helpful in treating mood and anxiety disorders. Indeed, clinical research has shown alterations in levels, clearance and metabolism of glutamate in mood and anxiety disorders. Interestingly, these changes are consistent with volumetric changes in brain areas enriched in glutamate neurons (Gorman and Docherty, 2010) . For these reasons, there is a growing interest in the development of drugs that directly target the glutamatergic system. The main advantages of this pharmacological approach are the rapid onset of the therapeutic effects, the avoidance of the typical side effects of monoaminergic antidepressants, as well as providing an alternative strategy in treatment-resistant patients. In this regard, it is well described that a single administration of nonspecific NMDAR antagonists, such as ketamine, produces rapid antidepressant effects in clinical and preclinical settings (Berman et al., 2000; Autry et al., 2011; Sanacora et al., 2008) . However, the mechanisms by which NMDAR blockers produce antidepressant effects remain to be fully elucidated. Ketamine increases the expression of synaptic proteins and the number of excitatory spines in PFC, suggesting that behavioral effects may be a consequence of changes in synaptic plasticity and synaptogenesis (Li et al., 2010 (Li et al., , 2011 . More recently, Liu et al. showed that ketamine restores the strength of apical mPFC inputs from BLA, leading to the hypothesis that ketamine would ameliorate the disproportional negative influence of the amygdala in chronic stress and major depression (Liu et al., 2015) . Taken together these recent studies suggest that ketamine exerts its rapid and prolonged antidepressant effect acting on the inputs that reach to the mPFC from BLA rather than acting directly on the BLA. There is a great interest in developing specific compounds that act on NMDAR subunits to avoid the adverse effects of ketamine. In this regard, Ro25-6981, a GluN2B selective antagonist, elicits anti-depressant-like behavior, although these effects were not sustained as long as those of ketamine (Maeng et al., 2008) . Additional studies showed that GluN2B antagonist microinfusion into the mPFC, but not the BLA, reversed stressrelated behavioral changes (Kiselycznyk et al., 2015) . Beyond ionotropic glutamate receptors, the metabotropic glutamate receptor subtype 7 (mGlu7) has been identified as a key regulator of brain emotion circuits; specific blocking of mGlu7 has anti-stress, antidepressant and anxiolytic-like effects in rodent behavior (Gee et al., 2014) . More critically, these pharmacological studies support the notion that glutamatergic projections between PFC and amygdala are important mediators of stress-induced behavioral changes and suggest that these glutamatergic projections provide a novel target for reversing the effects of chronic stress.
Monoaminergic-based antidepressants also interfere with the glutamate system, modifying the protein expression and the phosphorylation of different glutamate receptor subunits [for more details, see (Musazzi et al., 2013) ]. Although the anxiolytic mechanism of the specific serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSIRs) is unclear, these drugs are widely used for the treatment of anxiety disorders. Local administration of citalopram into the BLA decreases freezing behavior induced by conditioned fear stress, and serotonin levels are simultaneously increased, suggesting that increases of extracellular serotonin levels in the BLA may be related to the anxiolytic effects of SSRIs (Kitaichi et al., 2014) . Chronic unpredicted mild stress (CUMS) produces considerable remodeling of type 1 synapses accompanied by changed expression of several synapse associated proteins in BLA. Chronic administration of another SSRI (escitalopram) decreased the length of the active zone of synapses that was increased by CUMS. In addition, escitalopram was able to restore spinophilin levels that were decreased in BLA after CUMS (Li et al., 2015) .
Taken together, while the existing literature shows an important body of reports that studied the effects of antidepressants upon amygdala-dependent behavior, fewer reports have focused on the electrophysiology that underlies these behaviors and even fewer manuscripts investigated the structural synaptic plasticity of the amygdala after antidepressant treatment (Johnson et al., 2009 Grillo et al., 2015 Pillai et al., 2012) . More systematic studies including behavior, electrophysiology, molecular mechanism and morphological analysis, will help to elucidate the drug mechanisms and assist in linking the remodeling of the glutamatergic neurons with the neurochemistry and the behavior. Understanding the mechanism of action will provide a pharmacological basis for the use of the antidepressant drugs, and subunit selective glutamatergic compounds, to treat amygdalaedependent behavior disorders. Going beyond empirical use will provide a more effective and appropriate use of the drugs used to treat the variety of disorders organized under the general term of "anxiety disorders".
Conclusions
In recent years it has become clear that the amygdala represents a site of substantial neuroplasticity in the context of stress responses. The nature of these neuroplastic changes appears to differ from those observed in other stress-sensitive brain regions such as the PFC and hippocampus. The identification and further mechanistic characterization of the factors that drive amygdalar neuroplasticity will assuredly contribute to our understanding of the role of this brain structure in multiple stress-and anxiety-related disorders. Importantly, it may also lead to the development of novel tools from the fields of neuroimaging, neurogenetics and neuropharmacology that will aid the discovery of novel predictive biomarkers, prevention strategies, and drug-based treatments for these disorders. The full realization of these possibilities hinges on several unanswered questions going forward. For example, regarding the morphological alterations seen in the amygdala as a whole or in selected amygdalar neuronal populationsdwhat is the precise time course of these morphological changes? How does this time course, and the accompanying variations in amygdalar nuclei or neuronal subpopulations, differ from other stress-responsive brains regions or across different stress paradigms? To what extent are these changes reversible? Or, for that matter, which of these changes are adaptive as opposed to facilitating cognitive, behavioral and affective dysfunction? The answers to such questions will require the field to adopt strategies to conduct parametric studies that include analysis of different brain areas with attention to potential hemispheric differences, different types of stressors, and different behavioral endpoints in conditioned and unconditioned tests. Most critically such studies will need to include a time course of changes both after a single stress and at time points during and after chronic stress exposures. A potentially very exciting and understudied area is the role of sex and sex hormones in these responses. The few studies that have examined sex differences have not shown differences in morphological changes, but demonstrate significant sex effects on behavioral endpoints and possible glutamatergic mechanisms. This might be due to fundamental differences between the sexes in baseline responses in glutamate tone and/or behavioral responses in these tests, so such studies will be a challenging prospect as the field moves forward.
The neurotransmitter correlates of stress-elicited neuroplasticity in the amygdala may also represent new opportunities for mechanistic descriptions of these changes as well as drug-based therapeutic targets. Glutamate-based therapeutics have received much interest in the past decade in the context of several neuropsychiatric disorders, and it appears this neurotransmitter system plays a crucial role in stress effects on the amygdala. Characterizing the role of glutamatedeither as a secondary mediator of responses to drugs that act on other neurotransmitter systems, or as a primary target of drugs that directly target glutamate receptors or other molecular aspects of glutamatergic transmissiondwill be important for understanding the mechanism of existing drugs and the development of novel therapeutics. Understanding the nature of the relationship between stress-related glutamatergic neurotransmission and morphological alterations in the amygdala will also be necessary to develop new treatments that are informed by both of these levels of analysis. Finally, a better understanding of how preclinical stress paradigms model and recapitulate the amgydalar neuroplastic changes seen in human anxiety-and affective disorders will aid the translational impact of animal-based models.
